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Some people think that the pronounciation of names of people and places in 

the Bible is too difficult.  But if you follow a few simple principles, you will find 

that pronouncing names in the Bible isn’t as hard as you may think—and 

actually, can be fun!  Let’s look at some of the principles of English grammar 

that we must follow to pronounce names correctly: 

 

First, we need to define what a syllable is: A syllable is a single unit of written or 

spoken word, an unbroken sound used to make up words. 

For example, slowly say the word, “Jehovah”.  You may have noticed that 

Jehovah’s name has three separate sounds—Je � ho � vah.  Those separate 

sounds are the syllables. 

All of the names in the Bible are marked with a “stress” mark (or “accent” 

mark: { ′ } ).  These stress or accent marks follow the syllable that should be 

given primary stress in the word.  In other words, that syllable sounds “bigger” 

than the other ones.   

 

Slowly say “Jehovah” again.  Can you hear which syllable sound bigger?  That 

syllable is the one with the primary stress.  We will explain more about this 

below… 

� If the accented syllable ends in a vowel, (that is, a-e-i-o-u) then the vowel is 

said to be“long” in its pronunciation.  In other words, when a vowel sounds like 

its name, (the name of the actual letter, a-e-i-o-u), it is a long sound.  See 

some examples below: 

Long sounds of a:  aʹcorn, aʹble, paʹper, staʹple 

Long sounds of e:  reʹcess, eʹqual, eʹven, feʹver 

Long sounds of i:  iʹcon, tiʹger, riʹval, siʹlent 

Long sounds of o:  Je � hoʹvah, soʹda, soʹlo, roʹbot 

Long sounds of u:  huʹmor, duʹty, tuʹna, puʹpil 

Can you hear the long sounds of the vowels?  For instance, the “a” in “paper” 

sounds like “a”, and so on.    

Here’s another example: Jehovah’s name would be separated like this:          

Je � ho′� vah.  The stress mark follows the vowel “o”.  The “o” sounds like the 

vowel’s name “o”, giving it a long sound.   
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Let’s look at some examples in the Bible.  Watch for the vowel in front of the 

accent mark, and see how that vowel has a long sound: 

In 2 Chronicles  10:1, Re�ho� boʹam is pronounced ray-huh-BOW-am 

In 2 Chronicles  13:21, A�biʹ�jah is pronounced “uh-BUY-juh” 

In 2 Chronicles  20:14, Mat�ta�niʹ�ah  is pronounced “mat-uh-NIE-uh” 

Look for some names in other scriptures and see if you can pronounce them 

correctly.  If you get stuck, go to the Bible verse in the Watchtower Library and 

double click on the name you are trying to pronounce. The name will appear 

with an icon that looks like this:   Click on that icon, and an audio recording 

will sound with the correct pronounciation of the name. 

Now, let’s look at some words with vowels that has a “short” sound.  A short 

vowel sound does not sound like the vowel’s name, as do the long vowels.   

Remember what was said before about syllables?  In words with short vowel 

sounds, the accent mark follows a consonant in the syllable.  The consonants 

are all the letters that are not vowels.  In the words below, notice how the 

accent mark follows a consonant: 

Short sounds of a:  apʹple, patʹtern, blanʹket, hanʹdle 

Short sounds of e:  elʹbow, betʹter, medʹal, speckʹle 

Short sounds of i:  pilʹgrim, ginʹger, litʹtle, inʹsect 

Short sounds of o:  docʹtor, closʹet, ovʹen, pockʹet, botʹtle 

Short sounds of u:  tunʹnel, butʹton, numʹber 

Let’s look at some examples of short vowel sounds in the Bible.  Watch for the 

consonant in front of the accent mark, and listen to how the vowel sounds: 

In 2 Chronicles  11:20 Abʹ�sa�lom is pronounced “AB-suh-lom” 

In 2 Chronicles  19:1, Je� hoshʹ�a�phat  is pronounced “Juh-HOSH-uh-fat” 

In 2 Chronicles  24:1, Zibʹ�i�ah   is pronounced “ZIB-ee-ah” 

 

Remember, if you get stuck, go to the Watchtower Library click on the words 

that you’re having trouble with.  Keep practicing—you will get better at 

pronouncing names properly if you work on it! 


